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Members of the House Rules Committee, 

 

Absolutely no to this Bill and its related consequences.  OHA has no business in this 

area. 

 

If Oregon Democrats have any sincere interest in restoring bi-partisan governing in 

our struggling state, the best show of that would be to restore voter confidence. 

Making it easy for results to be manipulated will not achieve that. And that’s what 

your practices have done for years. You are blocking the collective assurance of one 

citizen, one vote.  

 

Democrat party subterfuge is outed constantly and the related HJR 4 is another 

perfect example (same day registration). You are the incremental destroyer of our 

Republic.  

 

Oregon, and this Country would benefit immensely by an immediate return to in 

person paper balloting, requiring validation of citizenship, cleaning up of the voter 

rolls, and fair bi-partsian monitoring of the polls and counting. A national day off to 

insure citizen access combined with safeguarded absentee voting would be an 

honest approach for starters.  

 

Voter confidence is a national emergency. It certainly is in Oregon. Please wake up 

to that fact. 

 

If countries such as France can use paper ballots with accurate monitoring while 

obtaining the results overnight, as this county once was capable of, then today’s 

Oregon Election Offices can do the same. In person voting isn’t as convenient and 

that’s okay. Freedom and our Rights are not about convenience. They shouldn’t be a 

taken for granted or be subject to a drive by drop off to an unmonitored box on the 

corner. Or a barginable piece of paper by those who may trade for some minor prison 

privilege. Or by someone who illegally crossed either of our borders to avoid 

authorities. And as I have witnessed and heard directly through co workers and 

friends... multiple mail in ballots appearing in boxes. And those who aren't watching 

censored news have seen ballots harvested from dumpsters, especially those near a 

campus by Democratic satellite organizations.  

 

No to 2107 and all that it really means.  It’s more of the same. Certain Democrats in 

Oregon working to allow the ability for deceit making it part and parcel to lack of 



confidence in the system for so many others. 

 

Are you so afraid of an honest election that you continue to try and make our system 

open to fraud? Why would you go out of your way to disenfranchise so many with 

approaches like this one?  You are public servants to the citizens of Oregon yet you 

seem to ignore that constantly. 

 

Overhaul. Now. Today. NO TO 2017 

 

HB 2585 would be an acceptable start to regaining citizen confidence. Work on that 

idea. 

 

Sincerely, 

Sally Klein 

 

 


